Tri-Scan: A Three Stage Color Enhancement Tool for Endoscopic Images.
Modern endoscopes play a significant role in diagnosing various gastrointestinal (GI) tract related diseases where the visual quality of endoscopic images helps improving the diagnosis. This article presents an image enhancement method for color endoscopic images that consists of three stages, and hence termed as "Tri-scan" enhancement: (1) tissue and surface enhancement: a modified linear unsharp masking is used to sharpen the surface and edges of tissue and vascular characteristics; (2) mucosa layer enhancement: an adaptive sigmoid function is employed on the R plane of the image to highlight micro-vessels of the superficial layers of the mucosa and submucosa; and (3) color tone enhancement: the pixels are uniformly distributed to create an enhanced color effect to highlight the subtle micro-vessels, mucosa and tissue characteristics. The proposed method is used on a large data set of low contrast color white light images (WLI). The results are compared with three existing enhancement techniques: Narrow Band Imaging (NBI), Fuji Intelligent Color Enhancement (FICE) and i-scan Technology. The focus value and color enhancement factor show that the enhancement level achieved in the processed images is higher compared to NBI, FICE and i-scan images.